
Locating Immigrants Using United States Census Returns 

1870-1940 

Census records can be used to obtain clues about relevant genealogical information for researchers tracing 

their immigrant ancestors.  The census listed below include the specific questions and column numbers to 
help assist in this process.  

1870 Census 
Check the column "Male Citizens of the United States of twenty-one years of age and upwards."  If your 

ancestor has a check mark in this column, you have a clue that naturalization took place before 1870. This 

can help you narrow the exact year for his naturalization, especially if you have a year of arrival. 

1880 Census 

Check the columns under the heading of “Nativity.”  Column 24 asks for the place of birth of this person 

naming the country if foreign born.  Column 25 asks the same for the father of this person if foreign born.  

Column 26 asks the same for the mother of this person if foreign born. 

1900 Census 
Under the question of whether or not an individual was naturalized, you are likely to see one of these 

three abbreviations regarding his status:  

AL   was used to signify that the individual was still an alien and was not naturalized nor had not begun 

the naturalization process.  
PA   was used to signify that the individual had gone through the Declaration of Intent and had filed his 

"first" papers. 

NA   was used to signify that the individual had completed the naturalization process and was a 

naturalized citizen. 

1910 Census 
The 1910 census requested naturalization status in column 16.  Responses are identical to 1900 census. 

Need the 1910 census? 

1920 Census 

The 1920 census has the same naturalization data in column 14 but also asks for an exact year of 

naturalization (column 15). e) 

1930 Census 
Column 22 asks for the year of immigration to USA.  Column 23 asks for Citizenship status just as 1900, 

1910 and 1920 do. 

1940 Census 

Column 15 asks if foreign born, give country in which birthplace was situated on January 1, 1937.  It also 
asks to distinguish Canada-French from Canada-English, and Irish Free State (Eire) from Northern 

Ireland.  Column 16 asks about the Citizenship status.  Columns 17, 18, 19 and 20 ask questions related to 

the residence on April 1, 1935.  Column 17 asks for the name of the city, town, or village.  Column 18 

asks for the name of the county.  Column 19 asks for the state, territory, or foreign country. 
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